
Name:  ____________________________

Analogies
Directions:  Complete each analogy by writing the correct word on 
the blank line.  Then, tell why you chose each word.

1. Happy is to sad as hot is to _________________.
  (cold, warm, mad)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

2. Wealthy is to rich as poor is to _________________.
     (broke, hungry, cold)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

3. Shoe box is to cardboard as dollar bill is to _________________.
                          (rich, money, paper)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

4. Kitchen is to cooking as bedroom is to ___________________.
                  (sleeping, eating, cleaning)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

5. Pear is to fruit as steak is to _________________.
         (vegetable, dinner, meat)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________
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Analogies Continued

6. Swimming is to pool as cooking is to ___________________.
               (kitchen, breakfast, prepare)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

7. Tears is to salty as sugar is to ___________________.
       (sour, white, sweet)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

8. Teacher is to school as doctor is to ___________________.
          (healing, hospital, medicine)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

9. Painting is to eyes as song is to ___________________.
          (ears, listen, music)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________

10. Think is to thought as give is to ___________________.
          (gift, friend, gave)

Why did you choose this word?  ______________________

________________________________________________
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Name:  ____________________________ ANSWER KEY

Analogies
Directions:  Complete each analogy by writing the correct word on 
the blank line.  Then, tell why you chose each word.

1. Happy is to sad as hot is to ___cold_________.
  (cold, warm, mad)

Why did you choose this word?  Happy and sad are opposites.  Hot and 
cold are also opposites.

2. Wealthy is to rich as poor is to _____b  roke______  .
     (broke, hungry, cold)

Why did you choose this word?  Wealthy and rich mean the same 
thing.  Poor and broke mean the same thing too.

3. Shoe box is to cardboard as dollar bill is to _____p  aper  _____.
                          (rich, money, paper)

Why did you choose this word?  A shoe box is made of cardboard.  A 
dollar bill is made of paper.

4. Kitchen is to cooking as bedroom is to ______s  leeping______  .
                  (sleeping, eating, cleaning)

Why did you choose this word?  Cooking is what you do in a kitchen.  
Sleeping is what you do in a bedroom.

5. Pear is to fruit as steak is to ______m  eat  _______.
         (vegetable, dinner, meat)

Why did you choose this word?  A pear is one specific type of fruit.  
Steak is one specific type of meat.
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Analogies Continued

6. Swimming is to pool as cooking is to _______kitchen_______.
               (kitchen, breakfast, prepare)

Why did you choose this word?  A pool is a place for swimming.

A kitchen is a place for cooking.

7. Tears is to salty as sugar is to ______sweet______.
       (sour, white, sweet)

Why did you choose this word?  Tears taste salty.  Sugar

tastes sweet.

8. Teacher is to school as doctor is to ______hospital______.
          (healing, hospital, medicine)

Why did you choose this word?  A teacher works in a school.

A doctor works in a hospital.

9. Painting is to eyes as song is to    _______ears____.
          (ears, listen, music)

Why did you choose this word?  You need your eyes to observe

a painting.  You need your ears to observe a song.

10. Think is to thought as give is to _____gave_____.
       (gift, friend, gave)

Why did you choose this word?  Thought is the past tense of think.

Gave is the past tense of give.
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